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WHOSE ROLE IS IT TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC ABOUT MUAFANGEJO?
An exhibition at the John Muafangejo Art Gallery
31st July – 4th August 2017
Opening event 31st July 2017
18:00

A group of art students from Amazing Kids Private School & Academy will be having their very first public group exhibition. The exhibition project is supported by the John Muafangejo Art Centre (JMAC).

The process included a variety of lessons and activities on the work of John Muafangejo and the artistic practice as a field of study. John Ndevasia Muafangejo (born 5 October 1943 in Etunda lo Nghadi, Angola; died 27 November 1987 in Katutura Township, Windhoek) was a Namibian artist who became internationally known as a maker of woodcut prints. He created linocuts, woodcuts and etchings. This show is an effort to educate young people about Muafangejo is not popular amongst them.

Reflecting on this process, the art teacher John Kalunda says
“The exhibition consists of different types of artworks such as print making on mixed media painting representing images of the late Mr. John Muafangejo. The students were inspired by his work of which they decided to venture into the emotional landscape and identity of Africa. The students are very proud to have their very own famous artist in Namibia”

The exhibition will take place on the 31 July 2017 at John Muafangejo Art Gallery at the Katutura Community Art Centre, and Leonard Auala Street. Tel: + 264 61 402749 or contact Mr. Kalunda at 081-474 605 1.

The John Muafangejo Art Centre is a Namibian creative think tank focused on establishing collaborative methodologies in contemporary arts practice & forging expansive networks.